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New Euler-Maclaurin Expansions and Their

Application to Quadrature Over the s-Dimensional Simplex

By Elise de Doncker*

Abstract.   The (i-panel offset trapezodial rule for noninteger values of u, is introduced

in a one-dimensional context.   An asymptotic series describing the error functional is

derived.   The values of u for which this is an even Euler-Maclaurin expansion are

determined, together with the conditions under which it terminates after a finite number

of terms.   This leads to a new variant of one-dimensional Romberg integration.   The

theory is then extended to quadrature over the s-dimensional simplex, the basic rules

being obtained by an iterated use of one-dimensional rules.   The application to

Romberg integration is discussed, and it is shown how Romberg integration over the

simplex has properties analogous to those for standard one-dimensional Romberg

integration and Romberg integration over the hypercube.

Using extrapolation, quadrature rules for the î-simplex can be generated, and a

set of formulas can be obtained which are the optimum so far discovered in the

sense of requiring fewest function values to obtain a specific polynomial degree.

1.  Introduction and Summary.  The usual definition of the /i-panel offset

trapezoidal rule, as given in Lyness and Puri [4], restricts p to being a positive integer.

We extend their definition to apply with arbitrary positive p.  An asymptotic expan-

sion is derived, describing the error functional which corresponds to the rule sum.

In this way it is, for example, revealed that the /i-panel mid-point and end-point offset

trapezoidal rules satisfy an even Euler-Maclaurin type expansion not only for integer

but also for half-integer values of p. This suggests that one may use also the latter

rules for one-dimensional Romberg integration.  All of the one-dimensional results are

presented in Section 2.   Section 3 deals with the extension of these results to the

s-dimensional unit simplex A .  This extension is carried out following the techniques

of Lyness and Puri [4].  The s-dimensional rule is defined as an iterated rule

operator, obtaining the rule sum by a repeated application of one-dimensional /i-panel

rules.  If the product is formed using only mid-point or end-point offset trapezoidal

rules, it is found to satisfy an even Euler-Maclaurin expansion for half-integer p and

for integer p, and can be used as a basic rule for Romberg extrapolation.

The extrapolation procedure for deriving rules of specified degree over A^ enjoys

similar properties as standard Romberg integration and Romberg integration over the

hypercube (Baker and Hodgson [1]).  For the line and the hypercube the integration
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1004 ELISE DE DONCKER

rules produced in this way are, however, far from optimum (in the sense of requiring

fewest function values to obtain a specified polynomial degree).  But for the

simplex it will appear that rules can be generated which are the minimum point

formulas yet known (Section 4).  For their construction we employ mesh ratios

which yield an even expansion of the error functional and which are as small as

possible. With use of the sequence of mesh ratios (k + ft)k=0 i      if s is even, and

the sequence (k + i)k=0 .      if s is odd, simplex product mid-point rules are con-

structed which are invariant under the group of all affine transformations of Af onto

itself.  The family constituted by the diagonal Romberg elements has also been con-

structed by Grundmann and Möller [2], using combinatorial methods.  And they

conjecture that, in the set of all integration rules of degree d = 2p + 1 for As, their

formula has the smallest possible number of nodes if s > d - 1.  Special cases are the

formula of degree 1 (p = 0) which is the mid-point formula Ts: 1 - 1 in Stroud [5],

and the rule of degree 3 (p = 1) which coincides with the formula of Hammer and

Stroud represented by Ts: 3 - 1 in Stroud [5].

2.  One-Dimensional Asymptotic Expansions.

2.1. Basic Definitions and Terminology.   Let 0 be a real-valued function defined

and integrable on the interval [a, b].  The integral of </> on [a, b] will be denoted by

rb

(2.1) ¡\ß< b)<t> = ) a<Kx)dx

or / [a, b] <t>(x), if we want to indicate explicitly that the integration variable is x.

Definition (2.2).  Let p > 0, 0 < a < b < 1 and - 1 < ex < 1.  The /i-panel

offset trapezoidal rule operator R^.*] [a> b] (also denoted by Ä^M,a- [a, _•]) is

defined by

(2.2) Rl^a][a,b]4, = ji   Z   Bfrxj)

with

(2.3) ,.-'-1+'»
a

(2-4) ta = i±S.

and

(2.5) 6, = H(b- Xj)-H(a-x}),

where H represents Heaviside's function.

For a < b, (2.5) has the meaning

0f = 1,      a<x¡< b,

ft,      x- = a < b or a < b = x-,

(2"6)
0,      a = b,

0,      otherwise.
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In the case in which p is an integer, p = m, Definition (2.2) coincides with the

definition given by Lyness and Puri [4, pp. 21 A—215].

Note that

I v  JTLiï
2M   ,

(2.7) R^'0][a,b]<S> = l   ¿   G (-

with

(2.8) G(x) = [H(b-x)-H(a -x)] 0(x).

Note also that the cases a = 0 and a = 1 with p half-integer (p = k + ft, k>0,k

integer) turn out to be reflections of one another on [0, 1]

(2.9) /?lfc+,/2'ol[O,l]0=Ä[fc+,/2'1][O, 1]0

with

(2.10) Hx) = 4>0-x).

Figure (2.11) gives the abscissae in [0, 1] of the rules

forifc = 0, 1,2.

R^I2'°H0,l]4> = m 0|_

Äl3*'0U0,l]* = f [♦©+£«-)] o

^S^'[O,l]0 = |[0(|) + 0(f) + >)] 0

I-'-Il
1

1
1 3
5 5

Figure (2.11)

2.2.  The Asymptotic Expansion for /?'M'a' [a, ¿>] 0.  The following theorem

provides an asymptotic expansion for/-'"'01' [a, ¿>]0, which will be fundamental for

deriving the expansion applying to the s-dimensional simplex (Section 3).

Theorem (2.12). If the function </>: [a,b] Ç [0, 1] —► R is continuously

differentiable of order D + 1 on [a, b]

0 G CD+ l [a, b],   where D > 0 and p > 0,

the error functional expansion o//?'M,a' [a, b]<¡> is given by
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R[ß-a][a, b]4>- [   4>(x)dx

-D + i   i   ÏB  (t   - ab) Bit   ~~ uä)
(2.12) =  V  -L       qK«    M    0(^')(fc)-   «U, »(«-'fr)

„tT- /i" L       ?! <-! J

BD + i(t«-rt
uß+iJ/ W      (-5 + 1)!

---,

vv/iere f/ie notation Bq(x) is used for the periodic Bernoulli functions as defined in

Lyness [3].

Proof.   The theorem has been proved for p integer in Lyness [3] and is quoted

in the above form but with p replaced by m in Lyness and Puri [4].  Thus, it holds

for p integer. Now, for the case where p is noninteger, let k he an integer, k> p,

and define

(2.13) Hx) = <¡>(kx/p).

Then

(2.14) R^Ha,bU = ^R^\^,^$.

Since k> /i, we have

(2.15) [-f,-f]   C[0,1].

Since in addition k is an integer, we may apply (2.12) to a'*'"' \pa/k, pb/k]$ and

hence derive the following expansion:

*M,Erf]*-'lM]y

(,16) . |. i pÄpa --.,-,,(f).top* ?M-„(f);

_£-- ffe^D+n^^^+i(^-^) ,.
kD + 2JaV \k)      (D + 1)!

Multiplying both sides of (2.16) by k/p and substituting

vo-l

17) *<*-l>(f) -(*)"  ««""(O.      ¿7=l,...,D + 2,(2

yields the statement of Theorem (2.12) as written.

In order to establish some important properties of our summation formula

(2.12), we write it in the form
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(2.18) ^l[.,^ = /[fl,»]HE  -f + tfß + i.
<7 = i Vq

where

(2.19)

?!

-7-1--..-A

and

ED+l =ED+l(Q' & &"< b)

m _i_ pi>+i(fa-^) 0(D)(¿>) _ W'«-/") 0
1)!      r     v"'        (D + 1)!

(2.20)

J>(i? + 1fr>     (Z) + l)!       *J

<W
Inspection of the expressions (2.19) and (2.20) for A   and ED+X, respectively,

reveals immediately that the asymptotic series for R^ß,a^ [a, ¿>]0 will terminate if 0

is a polynomial.

Corollary (2.21). If </> is a polynomial of degree d, then

Aq=° = Eq>        ifq>d+\,

or if q > d, pa and pb integer,

or if q > d, pa half-integer or integer and pb half-

integer or integer, ta = 0 or ft, and d even.

If we consider the special and familiar case of the unit interval (a = 0 and

b = 1), (2.19) becomes

Ba(ta - A<) BJt„)
(2.22)      Aq(a,p,H>) =--}-0(*-1>(l)-^^0«-1>(O),     q = l,...,D.

For use in one-dimensional Romberg integration, the most interesting cases will arise

if a and p are chosen so that Rlv,<*] [o; l]0 has an expansion in even inverse powers

of p.  From (2.22) we see that terms with q odd in the expansion will drop out when

both {ta - p] and {ta} are 0 or ft (where {x} denotes the fractional part of x).  This

occurs when

(2-23) {¡j,} = o     or    ft

and
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(2.24) ta = 0    or    ft.

Hence,

Corollary (2.25). If p is integer or half-integer and ta = 0 or ft,

^[",al íq j j0 nas an expansion (2.18) in even inverse powers of p.

The coefficients A   of the remaining terms depend on p only through its

fractional part {/i} (for 0 and a fixed).

2.3. Application to One-Dimensional Romberg Integration.   Since the coeffi-

cients^   in the expansion for R^'ai [0, 1]0, depend on p only through its

fractional part {p}, Romberg extrapolation can be applied to any sequence

(/?'Mfe'a' [0, l]0)fc computed with a sequence of mesh ratios (pk)k satisfying

(2.26) pk - p0 = integer, k = 0, 1,. . . .

The table is constructed in the usual way, setting

(2.27) Tk=Rlß«'a][0, 1]0

and using the Neville algorithm to compute the other entries. Thus

(2.28) 7* = T*t¡ + 11^0*11 - Tk_x),      p>\,

where when (2.27) has an even expansion,

(2-29) Hk,P=Ú/(P-l+p-Ú)>

and where

(2-3°) H,p =M>fc+p -Mfc),

if the expansion is not known to be even.

Concerning the polynomial degree of accuracy of the elements occurring in the

Romberg table, it follows from (2.21) that

Corollary (2.31). If the sequence (/?lMfc'al [0, l]0)k hasan even expansion,

then Tk has polynomial degree of accuracy

d = 2p + 1,   if (pk)k is a sequence of integers,

2P- '/ (ßk)k " a seQuence of half-integers.

If (Rlßka ] [0, 1 ] 0)^ has an expansion which is not even, then Tk has polynomial

degree of accuracy d = p - 1.

3.  Asymptotic Expansions Applying to the s-Dimensional Simplex.

3.1. Product Trapezoidal Rules for the s-Dimensional Simplex.   In this section

we define an s-dimensional analogue, for the s-simplex, of the one-dimensional

trapezoidal rule operator R[,i-a> [0, 1], and construct an Euler-Maclaurin-like

expansion for the error functional.  We rely on the derivation of Lyness and Puri [4].
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We extend their theory, which is restricted to positive integer mesh ratios p, by

allowing arbitrary positive values of p.  Let us consider the s-dimensional unit simplex

(3.1) As = Uxx,...,xs)\i= \,...,s:Xi>0,¿ x¡<lj

and a real-valued function 0 defined and integrable over As.

The integral of 0 over As can be expressed in the form of an iterated integral

/As0 = fA <p(xx, . . . ,xs)dxx ■ • -dxs

= I*i[0' 1]/*2[0' l -*1JW°> l -*l -*2-
(3.2) ' ¿ J

/, Jo. *-Z*/pP •••.»•).

where the subscripts x¡, i = I, . . . , s, indicate the order of the integration variables.

Permutations of the integration variables will produce different integration orders,

and result in integration over some other simplex.

In a corresponding manner we define the s-dimensional simplex product

trapezoidal rule operator.

Definition (3.3).  Let p > 0 and - 1 < a- < 1 for all i = 1, . . . , s. We define

Al^lAí0 = 4'¡'ai,[O,l]^2][O,l-^]

(3.3)
-i

<**' o,i-s£Xi\<Kxx,...,xs),
L i=i J

where each Rx.' '' , i = 1, . . . , s, represents a one-dimensional offset trapezoidal rule

defined as in the previous section and operating in the .»..-direction.

Three-dimensional examples include

ä!1'?"A30 = O,

«u..iÍ3, = í,(1,1,1),

«l3îl^-è[<H„)+KH!)+4H)+<i-HÎ
(3.4)       ÄH/2,r7]A3 = 0)

*'-^-M-4H)].
—?i^tM4HH4HH4H)

+i»(Hl)]-
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It will be interesting to note that some of these rules have the property of being

invariant under the group of all affine transformations of A^ onto itself.  The following

can be established in a straightforward manner:

Theorem (3.5).  The rules Riß'° ^As with p half-integer, if s is even, and p

integer, if s is odd, are affine invariant with respect to As.

3.2. The Asymptotic Expansion for R^ß'a ' A50. We shall now establish an asymp-

totic expansion for R^,a ' As0 having the same form as its one-dimensional analogue

(2.18). In Lyness and Puri [4] it is proved that, for integer mesh ratios p = m, an ex-

pansion in inverse powers of m is obtained, where the coefficients are independent of m.

For noninteger p, i?'M,a ' As0 will be shown to have an expansion in inverse powers of p,

where in general the coefficients depend on p. As we want to establish the s-

dimensional analogues of corollaries (2.21), (2.25) and (2.31), we need to determine

the nature of this dependence.  However, the derivation of the asymptotic expansion

will not be given in full, since it can be constructed following the general lines of the

three-dimensional proof given in Lyness and Puri [4].

Theorem (3.6). Let the function </>'■ As —► R be continuously differentiable

of order D + \ on A$

0GCD+lAs,    where D>0

(requiring that <p and all its partial derivatives of total order D + 1 or less, be continu-

ous in all variables, within and on the boundary of As). Then R^'a - A^0 satisfies an

Euler-Maclaurin-like expansion

(3'6) /.I".?lA/=/Af*+  Í^q+ED+X,
«7=1   /-*

with

Aq=Aq(a,p,i/)),      £7 = 1,..., D,     ED+X =ED+X(a,p,4>).

->
The dependence of A   on p (0 and a fixed) is only through the fractional part of p.

Furthermore,

(3-7) |£o+1(a,/_,0)|~o(-^).

The proof of this theorem is long, and is of a similar structure to that of the

proof of Theorem 4.29 given by Lyness and Puri [4, pp. 279-282]. Here we merely

state the construction of the coefficients A .  Using this the reader will have no

difficulty in adapting the proof in Lyness and Puri [4] to establish the theorem.

3.3. Construction and Properties of the Coefficients A      Set

(3.8) a(xx, . . . ,xs) = (¡>(xx, . . . ,xs)

and define recursively the following functions, for k — 0, 1,. . . , s - 1:
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v.-*.<./•*-'• • •'*--*--)

(3.9)

s-k

V4-^f/,8w.
^V"1

<-s-..!

""s-k+V-ls^1" ■    '**-*)

B0s-kK-k)      d"*-"-1

's-fc -I-i,.-.,       x,-

is-fc1
^i**-1

«■s-fc+l.<-s.g/*!' - ' " '*-■-».) .      <.s-fc>l

If -Zj-fc = 0> tnis 1S interpreted as an integral

ao,qs_k+x,...,q(xi>- •• >Xs-k-l)

(3.10)

/
l~h=l       xi

a
qs-k+ , ,...,<.,(*. >••-*_■-*)«**s-k'     s-k'

With k = s - 1, the constants a„       „   are defined.  The coefficients A„ are now

obtained as

(3.11) A„=T..
2i=l <?.-<?      J S

From (3.9) we see that each aa      ^   is a sum of terms involving the product of a

0-depending factor multiplied by ns¡=xBq.(\¡), where the Bernoulli functions are

evaluated either at À, = t    or X, of the form

(3.12) r-M+If.,x,.=
i=i

It foOows immediately that the dependence of A   on p (0 and a fixed) is only

through its fractional part {p.}.

From the expression for A   in (3.11) we see that q odd corresponds to the

occurrence of at least one odd subscript in each aq .q .  So if each of the quantities

ta. and - p + I,'l=xta   for i = 1, . . . , s, is integer or half-integer, this will imply

that A   with ¿/ oddvanishes.  This occurs when

(3.13)

and

(3.14)

{/i} = 0    or    ft

ta. = 0   or   ft,      i= 1, ,s.
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Hence, we have

Corollary (3.15). If p is integer or half-integer and ta = 0 or ft for i =

1, . . . , s, then Riß'a - As<p has an asymptotic expansion (3.6) in even inverse powers

of p.  The coefficients A   of the remaining terms depend on p only through its

fractional part {p.} (for 0 and ex fixed).

We shall now prove that the asymptotic series (3.6) terminates if 0 is a poly-

nomial, which will establish its possible application to the construction of s-dimensional

quadrature rules.

Lemma (3.16). If 0 is a polynomial of degree d, then

s

a = 0,   if p integer and V q, > d + s - 1,
il.is .= x

s

or p arbitrary and £ q.> d + s.

Proof.   If the function aqt_k+l,...M (xx, . . . , xs_k) defined in (3.8), (3.9) and

(3.10) is a polynomial of degree ds_k it follows that aq tq (x., . . . , xs_k_x) is

a polynomial of degree

(3.17) às_k_x<ds_k-qs_k + \.

Applying (3.17) s - 1 times shows that aq      q (xx) is of degree

(3.18) dx <¿--¿?. + s-l.
í=2

If p is integer, then for k = s - 1 (3.9) and (3.10) reduce to

dxV
%           q    ■       -Jí}1PL5\ —  *q q(xx)dXx.

ql.qs qx\ J0        qx      12.'■sV   X/       '

So, if in this case

s

d- X!<., + s- 1 <?i.
1 = 2

i.e.

(3.20) d + s - 1< J] q¡,
j=i

then the integrand in (3.19) is identically zero, and

(3.21) V-<.s = 0'

which proves the lemma for integer p.

If p is not integer, we apply (3.17) s times, yielding that aq      >(?   has degree

(3.22) d0<d-¿  qt + s.
i=i
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So, if

d - ¿ q, + s < 0,
1=1

i.e.

s

(3.23) ¿f + s < £ ¿/¿,
í=i

then aq .q  becomes a polynomial of negative degree, which assumes the meaning

that aq f#> A   is identically zero.  This completes the proof.

From (3.11) we see that A   is a sum of coefficients aq  .q  with Sf--,-/,- = ¿7-

This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem (3.24). // 0 is a polynomial of degree d, then

Aq =0, ifq>d + s,

orifq>d + s-l and p integer,

orifq>d + s~\ and p half-integer, t    = 0 or ft for i = 1, . . . , s,
i

and d + s - 1 even.

3.4. Application to s-Dimensional Romberg Integration.   The conditions under

which certain coefficients A   vanish are given in (3.15) and (3.24).  They are funda-

mental for the determination of the polynomial degree of accuracy of the elements

in the Romberg table.  We consider a sequence of rules (R'ßk'a ' As4>)k, where the

mesh ratios (pk)k satisfy (2.26).

Theorem (3.25). If(R^ßk-a 1 As</>)k has an even expansion, then Tk has

polynomial degree of accuracy

d = 2p + 2 - s,    if (pk)k is a sequence of integers,

2p + 1 - s,    if (pk)k is a sequence of half-integers.

If (R   k'a  As0)fc has an expansion which is not even, then Tk has polynomial

degree of accuracy d = p - s.

4.  Particular Sets of Integration Rules for As, Generated by Means of Romberg

Extrapolation. The element Tk of the Romberg table is a specified linear combination

of the elements T'0, j = k, k + 1, . . . , k + p.  Each element T'0 is a weighted sum of

function values.  Thus, each element Tk may be expressed directly as a weighted sum

of function values—or as a quadrature rule.  This rule depends on the values of the

members of the sequence pk, pk+.,..., Pk+p and on the formula used to define

T'0,j = k,k+\,...,k+p.

Carrying out this unscrambling process in the case of the line or the hypercube

has not usually led to any interesting insight into the nature of the quadrature rules.

In the case of the simplex, some of the results of doing this are of interest.
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Definition (4.1).  The quadrature rule Jp(p0, As) is the rule obtained by setting

(4.1) r*=/."i*,?,A,0

using mesh ratios

(4.2) pk=p0+k,      * = 0, 1, ...,

and calculating the element Tp.

We shall be interested in the polynomial degree of this rule and the number of

function values required by it, in the cases when p0 = 1 or ft (in which cases Tk has

an even expansion).

The polynomial degree d (p0, As) of Jp(p0, As) follows immediately from

Theorem (3.25).

Theorem (4.3).

Jp(ft, As) is of polynomial degree dp(ft, As) = 2p + 1 - s,

Jp(\, Ai) has polynomial degree dp(\, As) = 2p + 2 - s.

It must be noted that the rules /„Ö-n- \) f°r which

(4.4) dp(p0, As)<0

coincide with zero diagonal elements T°.

Let us consider, for each s, the formulas

(4.5) /p(fc, A,),   if s is even,      J,(l,\),   ifsisodd.

These rules are constructed as linear combinations of basic rules R^ß'° 1 As which are

affine invariant following Theorem (3.5).  Hence,

Theorem (4.6).   The rules Jp(ft, As) for s even and Jp(\, As) for s odd are

invariant under the group of all affine transformations of As onto itself.

A bound on the number of integration points vp(pQ, As) used by Jp(pQ, As)

can be computed by summing the numbers of points needed by its basic rules

Rlßk-a   Aj, k = 0, 1, . . . , p.  This bound is equal to the total number of such

points if the basic rules have no common points.  We have

Theorem (4.7).  The number of integration points of Jp(pQ, As) satisfies

(4.7,      ^.-.xierM'T1).
where p is given by the following table

p s odd s even

_ 1

(4.8) H- j

V0 = 1

s - 1 s
r'— P~2

s - 1 s ,  .
P—J- P-J+I
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Note that the number of points is related to the polynomial degree of the formula

by

(4-9) p'=[ftdp(p0,As)\,

(where the notation [x] is used to indicate the largest integer not exceeding x).

Table (4.10) gives the polynomial degree (d ) and the number of points (v )

of the rules Jp(p0, As) for pQ = ft and for p0 = 1, p = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and s = 1, 2, 3,

4.  The affine invariant rules are indicated by A.  Some of these rules are well known.

The rules of degree 1 coincide with the mid-point formulas T : 1 - 1, and the rules

of degree 3 correspond to the formulas Ts: 3 -1 in Stroud [5].   These are known to

be minimum point formulas (the former for s > 1 and the latter for s > 2), in the

sense of requiring fewest function values to attain a specified polynomial degree.  The

entire set of rules which are indicated to be affine invariant has recently been found

by Grundmann and Möller [2].  They conjecture that, considering all the rules of

degree d = 2p + 1 for As, the rule belonging to their family has the smallest

possible number of nodes if s > d - 1.

We have demonstrated that the rules JJft, As) and Jp(i, As) can be generated

by means of Romberg extrapolation in a straightforward way. Yet it may be interest-

ing to see some examples of these rules.  We have listed rules of polynomial degree

< 5, for s = 1, 2, 3, 4 in Table (4.11). In this table we make use of the notation

20(x., . . . , xs)s to indicate that the summation runs over the set of points which

includes (x¡ , . . . , x¡ ) if (/.,... , is) is a permutation of (1, . . . , s).

Table (4.10a)

Degree (d ) and number of integration points (y ) of rules Jp(p0, As)

eventually affine invariant (A)

p =  0 P=l P  =  - P =  3 p =- 4
I _

M      - j
dv                    dv                    dv                    dv                    dv

_P        P_P        P_P        P_P P_I' P

s   = 1 0 1 2       2 4 4 67 8 10

s   = 2       -1 0       A 1        1        A 3 4 A 5        1^       A 7 19       A

s   = 3       -2 0 0        1 2 5 4       15 6 í't

s   = 4-3 0A-IOA 1 I A 3 6A 5 21        A

Table (4.10b)

p   =   0 p=l P  =   2 P   =   3 p   =   4

=   1

%
\)                    A„      v                    d        v d
P_P        P_P        P p

s=l    1   1   A 33A 55A 7 9A 9 13

s=201 24 49 6 19 8 33

s = 3-10A 1   1   A 35A 5 15  A 7 35

s = 4  -2   0 0   1 2   6 4 21 6 56
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5.  Conclusion.  This paper gives a generalization of one-dimensional Romberg

integration, as it introduces the use of noninteger mesh ratios.  In the same sense it

extends the work by Lyness and Puri [4], where a basis for Romberg integration over

the s-dimensional simplex is established.  Moreover, we have demonstrated that, for the

simplex, the procedure of generating quadrature formulas by unscrambling Romberg

table elements can be used to produce sets of rules which contain minimum point

formulas and formulas which are the optimum so far discovered, in the sense of requiring

fewest function values to obtain a specific polynomial degree.
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